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Recent advancements have laid the creation of 

realistic, specific, sensitive and rapid 

diagnostic techniques for pathogens and pests, 

which could be used in their effective 

prevention and control. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Backgrounds: Rapid and accurate diagnostic methods for pathogens and pests enable the rational and 

efficient application of plant protection solutions. Conventional pest detection methods via visual 

assessment of plant pathogenic symptoms, their isolation and culture in selective media thereafter 

direct visualization of pathogens under 

microscope are labor-intensive, time-taking and 

require a thorough understanding of classical 

taxonomy. On the other hand, molecular 

approaches are quick, specific, sensitive and more accurate than conventional diagnostic methods. 

Traditionally, diagnoses of plant virus and bacterias have relied on serological approaches like 

ELISA. In recent years, new molecular techniques such as qPCR and DNA microarray have been 

developed, refined, and validated for their practical use in detection and discrimination of pathotypes/ 

biotypes/ races of pests and pathogens. High throughput screening (HTS) technologies are 

revolutionized biological assay with the use of automated equipment, allowing scientists to rapidly 

determine the genomic variation within a species or population. The practice of field approaches like 

LAMP (Loop-mediated isothermal amplification) assay and portable platforms are good examples of 

this. The choice of diagnostic technique is depend on the balance between the analysis' reliability and 

their cost. A diverse range of approaches have been used to identify and differentiate the pest/ 

pathogen species/ related species at adult/ larval stages, which are summarised and explained below:  

Techniques for identification and discrimination of pathogens and pests  

1) DNA based method 2) Protein based method 3) Visual method 

• PCR techniques • ELISA • Electron microscopy 

• DNA Microarray   
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1. PCR techniques: The polymerase chain reaction (PCR), invented by Kary B. Mullis 1985, is a 

reliable and robust method of pest detection as it amplifies the target DNA under in-vitro condition by 

using enzymatic nucleic acid, dNTPs and specific primers of molecular markers. 

A. End point conventional PCR: It is a conventional PCR method that measures the amplified 

product at the end point of PCR reactions and detects the pest based on comparison of final amount of 

amplified DNA of two target site (Fig. 1). The presence/ absence of band based on dominant/ co-

dominant markers can be used to identify the pest species 

or discriminate the different races of a pathogen. PCR kits 

have been developed for Bananas Black Sigatoka, Potato 

Phytophthora and cotton Fusarium diseases. 

Advantages: Highly precise, cheap and capable of 

amplifying on little amounts of DNA. 

Limitation: Handling of post-PCR treatment is laborious; 

possibilities to expose on hazardous chemical and PCR 

contamination with nested PCR. Multiplex PCR is a 

challenging in principal. 

A. Quantitative Real-time PCR (qPCR): It is based on continuous monitoring of PCR 

products during PCR reaction by measuring the fluorescence labeled hybridized probes (Reporters) or 

fluorescent intercalating dyes eg. SYBR Green –I. The qPCR allows the amplification of a target PCR 

amplicon to be monitored in real-time as amplification 

occurs based on primer/ probe annealed to target DNA.  

Advantages: Highly specialized, quickly assessed, and 

permits the estimation of number of target species in a 

sample and potential to be HTS. 

Limitation: An assay development can be costly, time-taking and false positives can occur when tests 

are developed incorrectly. 

2. DNA microarray: A DNA microarray, known as DNA chip or biochip devised from southern 

blotting, is a collection of microscopic DNA spots i.e. pico-moles (10−12 moles) of specific cDNA/ 

probes/ reporters/ oligonucleotides attached to a solid surface for detection and quantification of the 

relative abundance of nucleic acid sequences, based on probe-target hybridization, in the labeled 

targets with fluorophore-, silver- or chemi-luminescence.  

Fig. 1: PCR based discrimination of healthy and sick plant 
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 Types of microarray: based on arrangement on solid surfaces/ on coded beads: 

A. Solid-phase array: A genome chip/ DNA chip/ gene array is a classic type 

in which thousands of identical and specific chemically synthesized probes are 

orderly arranged as microscopic spots known as features on a solid support such 

as glass, plastic, or silicon biochip. 

B. Bead array: It is a collection of microscopic polystyrene beads, each with a 

unique labelled probe with different dyes that does not affect the fluorescent 

dyes employed on the target sequence. 

Detection & Quantification: Detection is based on nucleic acid 

hybridization of labelled target (cDNA) to the DNA microarray. A 

series of washes are applied to remove the non-bounded sequences. 

The intensity of fluorescence developed upon hybridization determines 

the amount of target DNA bound to the probes present on that spot 

which is quantified by the digitally scanned image (Fig. 2). 

2. Protein based method- ELISA:  ELISA (Enzyme-Linked Immuno-Sorbent Assay) involves the 

antigen-antibody immune system, as well as colour reactions catalysed by enzymes after the addition 

of enzyme substrate, which is assessed by a spectrophotometer. It is a 

quantitative method for measuring analyte/ protein concentration as well as 

a qualitative method for detecting pathogens or pests by using enzyme 

immunoassay to produce a colour reaction.  

Four Major Types of ELISA: 

(Antigen-coated plate) 

Screening techniques 

1. Direct ELISA  antibody 

2. Indirect ELISA antigen/antibody 

3. Sandwich ELISA antigen 

4. Competitive ELISA antibody 

Four general steps in ELISA immunoassay are coating with antigen/ antibody, blocking 

typically with the addition of bovine serum albumin (BSA), detection and finally spectrophotometer 

reading. It employs an enzyme conjugated antibody to detect the presence of an antigen in a liquid or 

wet sample. Unknown amounts of sample antigen are immobilised on a solid substrate, often a 

polystyrene microtiter plate, either non-specifically via adsorption or specifically via antigen specific 

antibody to the surface. Finally, a material containing the enzyme's substrate is introduced to provide 

Fig. 2: DNA Microarray 
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a visible signal, typically a colour change in the substrate. ELISA kits are available in the market for 

various diseases of field and horticultural crops. 

3. Visual method - Electron Microscopy: It uses a beam of electrons to create an image of the 

specimen and allows the scientists to see the much smaller objects in finer detail. It is German 

engineers Ernst Ruska and Maximillion Knoll (1931) succeeded and capable of magnifying electron 

images to much higher magnifications 10000000X with a greater resolving power than a light 

microscope.  

Applications: To detect and discriminate the virus particles in crude extracts of seeds infected with 

tobacco ring spot, barley stripe mosaic, lettuce mosaic and soybean mosaic viruses. 

  

 


